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On the PATH

No one is pulling your strings or deciding for you. There is nothing that can 
keep you from reaching your potential if you are determined to attain it by 
shaping your Inside while in the yoke with Jesus.

The flip side is that there’s no one you can blame 
if you find yourself LOST (Letting Other Stuff 
Triumph). You’ll know you’re on the edge of LOST 
when you are tempted to act like a victim, point 
fingers, cut corners and make excuses, or whine 
about how unfair something is Out There.

The amazing instrument sitting between your ears presents a profound 
responsibility. Learning to form your Inside by living the Law of 90/10 is the 
cornerstone to accepting that responsibility.

1. Which do you prefer: (a) Jesus holds the reins of the yoke or  
(b) Jesus is the other ox in the yoke with you? Why did you 
choose this option?

2. Identify an Out There situation about which you have little or 
no control. Examine yourself. How are you using the Excuse Shield in this 
situation? Are you blaming someone about this situation?

Pray the Sign of the Cross and then ask Jesus to come and be with 
you.

Draft a tweet to Jesus. Include any questions and reactions you have 
regarding getting in the yoke with him. Count your characters.

When completed, offer your tweet as a prayer and spend some time in silence. 
Believe that he has heard and will respond.

Close with the Sign of the Cross.

God built me for holiness

God and I work together

We shape my life from the inside out

I control my thoughts, feelings and behaviors

I see choices

My power comes from the inside

I look for happiness outside myself

I’m on my own

I wait for the outside to change

I am a victim of events and situations

I’m stuck

Life is out of my control
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